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the emerging movement of  people who
bridge the three major divides of our time:
the ecological, the social, and the spiritual divide.
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Preface

Ten years  after the original publication of Theory U in 2006, my 

publisher approached me about writing this book. Somewhat 

more politely than this, he said: “Okay, Theory U has been sell-

ing well. But frankly, we have no idea why. It is almost impossi-

ble to read. Five hundred pages, dozens of  tables, hundreds of 

footnotes—it embodies every thing that a publisher would tell 

you not to do.” Then he suggested, “Why  don’t you, for a change, 

now write a book that is readable— shorter, more accessible, and 

updated?”

I prob ably seemed a bit offended. When he saw that, he 

quickly pointed out how a  couple of other authors, whom I hap-

pen to admire, had done what he was suggesting: First, write com-

prehensively about what you have in ven ted, and then in the next 

book explain it in a more accessible way. The book you are now 

holding is the result.

I hope it  will serve you well. By providing this introduction to 

Theory U—an awareness- based method for changing systems— I 

try to answer the question: How do we learn in the face of disrup-

tion? How do we learn from the  future as it emerges?

Theory U blends systems thinking, innovation, and leading 

change— from the viewpoint of an evolving  human conscious-

ness. Drawing on the Mas sa chu setts Institute of Technology 

(MIT) tradition of action research and learning by  doing, Theory 

U has evolved over two de cades of experimentation and refinement 
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by a vibrant global community of prac ti tion ers. At its core, Theory 

U comprises three main ele ments:

1. A framework for seeing the blind spot of leadership and 

systems change

2. A method for implementing awareness- based change: pro-

cess, princi ples, practices

3. A new narrative for evolutionary societal change: updating 

our  mental and institutional operating systems (OS) in all 

of society’s sectors

Part I explores the framework and main ideas of Theory U 

(chapters  1–4). It illuminates the most impor tant blind spot 

in  leadership  today: the “interior condition” from which we 

 operate.

Part II describes the pro cess, princi ples, and practices of Theory 

U (chapter 5). It showcases practical methods and tools for change 

makers. The focus is on building the collective capacity to shift the 

inner place from which we operate.

Part III introduces a new narrative for profound evolutionary 

change in society (chapters 6–7). What does it take to redesign 

societies in ways that address the pressing challenges of our time? 

What does it take to apply the power of mindfulness to the trans-

formation of the collective system? This part of the book outlines 

a framework for updating the “operating systems” of our educa-

tional institutions, our economies, and our democracies. This 

framework applies the core concepts of Theory U to the transfor-

mation of capitalism.

Theory U integrates  these methods and lineages for effecting 

change:

• Action research and orga nizational learning in the tradi-

tion of Peter Senge, Ed Schein, Donald Schön, Chris Ar-

gyris, and Kurt Lewin
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• Design thinking in the tradition of Tim Brown and Dave 

Kelly

• Mindfulness, cognition science, and phenomenology in 

the tradition of Francisco Varela, Jon Kabat- Zinn, Tanja 

Singer, Arthur Zajonc, and David Bohm

• Civil society movements in the tradition of Martin Luther 

King Jr., Nelson Mandela, Mahatma Gandhi, and millions 

of  others who are mobilizing change in their local contexts

Theory U Leadership: Cultivate the Social Field
At its core, Theory U makes a distinction between the dif fer ent 

ways that action and attention come into the world. I pay atten-

tion this way, therefore it emerges that way. Or, as the late CEO 

of Hanover Insurance, Bill O’Brien, put it: “The success of an in-

tervention depends on the interior condition of the intervener.”

Theory U draws our attention to the blind spot in leadership 

 today: the “interior conditions,” the sources from which we oper-

ate both individually and collectively.

Since I grew up on a farm, I like to compare our interior con-

dition to a field. Each field has two dimensions: one that is vis i ble, 

what’s growing above the surface; and one that is invisible, what’s 

beneath the surface— that is, the quality of the soil.

The same distinction applies to social fields. We can see what 

 people do, the practical outcomes that they accomplish in the vis-

i ble realm. But we rarely pay attention to the deeper root condi-

tion: the source and interior condition from which we operate. 

Theory U draws our attention to that blind spot—to the invisible 

source dimension of the social field, to the quality of relationships 

that we have to each other, to the system, and to ourselves.

Theory U identifies four dif fer ent ways (or sources from) that 

action and attention come into the world. They arise from a quality 
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of awareness that is (1) habitual, (2) ego- systemic, (3) empathic- 

relational, or (4) generative eco- systemic.

The essence of leadership is to become aware of our blind spot 

( these interior conditions or sources) and then to shift the inner 

place from which we operate as required by the situations we 

face. This means that our job as leaders and change makers is to 

cultivate the soil of the social field. The social field consists of the 

relationships among individuals, groups, and systems that give rise 

to patterns of thinking, conversing, and organ izing, which in turn 

produce practical results.

Social fields are like social systems— but they are seen from 

within, from their interior condition. To shift from a social system 

perspective to a social field perspective, we have to become aware 

of our blind spot, the source level from which our attention and 

our actions originate. That source level fundamentally affects the 

quality of leading, learning, and listening.

The prob lem with leadership  today is that most  people think 

of it as being made up of individuals, with one person at the top. 

But if we see leadership as the capacity of a system to co- sense 

and co- shape the  future, then we realize that all leadership is dis-

tributed—it needs to include every one. To develop collective ca-

pacity, every one must act as a steward for the larger eco- system. 

To do that in a more reliable, distributed, and intentional way, we 

need:

• A social grammar: a language

• A social technology: methods and tools

• And a new narrative of social change

The grammar of the social field is spelled out in Part I. The 

method, an awareness- based social technology, is spelled out in 

Part II. In Part III, they are incorporated into a narrative of soci-

etal and civilizational renewal.
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Theory U revolves around a core pro cess of co- sensing and 

co- shaping emerging  future possibilities. But it is much more than 

that. The grammar and the method outlined in this book work as 

a matrix, not as a linear pro cess. Some of the leadership capacities 

that are at the heart of the U method include:

• Suspension and won der: Only in the suspension of judg-

ment can we open ourselves up to won der. Won der is about 

noticing that  there is a world beyond our patterns of down-

loading.

• Co- sensing: You must go to places of most potential your-

self  because it is in  these connections that the seeds of the 

 future come into the world. Connect with  these places 

with your mind and heart wide open.

• The power of intention: The power of “intention” is key. 

In all presencing work, the deeper intention is the oppo-

site of corporate indoctrination. It is about increasing, not 

decreasing, your range of possibilities. It is about strength-

ening your sources of self in a world that other wise tends 

to tear us apart. It is about making you aware of your own 

sources of curiosity, compassion, and courage.

• Co- creating: Explore the  future by  doing, by building 

small landing strips for the  future that wants to emerge.

• Container building: Create new holding spaces that acti-

vate the generative social field.

The prob lem with our current societal eco- systems is the bro-

ken feedback loop between the parts and the  whole. Theory U 

offers a method for relinking the parts and the  whole by making 

it pos si ble for the system to sense and see itself. When that hap-

pens, the collective consciousness begins to shift from ego- system 

awareness to eco- system awareness— from a silo view to a sys-

tems view.
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The Theory U methods and tools enable groups to do this 

on the level of the collective. For example, Social Presencing 

Theater makes it pos si ble for a group of stakeholders in a system 

to sense and see themselves— both individually and collec-

tively—by bending the beam of observation back onto the 

 observer.

This  matters  because energy follows attention. Wherever we 

put our attention as leader, educator, parent, etc.— that is where 

the energy of the team  will go. The moment we see the quality of 

attention shifting from ego to eco, from me to we, that is when the 

deeper conditions of the field open up, when the generative social 

field is being activated.

My work with  these and other methods of change over the 

past two- plus de cades boils down to this: The quality of results 

achieved by any system is a function of the quality of awareness 

that  people in  these systems operate from. In three words: Form 

follows consciousness.

Acknowl edgments
While a new methodology for leading awareness- based systems 

change is at the heart of this book, it is also about the journey of 

the self—in this case, myself, a kid who grew up on a farm, became 

an activist in social movements, and then started rethinking eco-

nomics and building learning infrastructures in teams, in organ-

izations, and on the societal level. This journey has of course been 

embedded in a  whole web of relationships that co- created the work 

described in this book.

My heartfelt thanks goes out to the global network of part-

ners and collaborators who helped (1) to articulate this frame-

work, (2) to refine the methodology, and (3) to co- create a 

narrative and movement that, given  today’s challenges, has never 

been more timely.
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PART I

A Framework 
for Seeing the Field

Some  people say that, for all the talk about change, very  little ac-

tually happens. But in my experience that is not true. I have seen 

tectonic shifts several times in my life. I saw it when the Berlin Wall 

collapsed in 1989— and with it the Cold War system. I saw it when 

the apartheid system ended in South Africa. I saw it when a youth 

movement swept the first African American president of the United 

States of Amer i ca into office. I saw it when the center of the global 

economy shifted from the West to East Asia over the past two or 

three de cades. And I see it now in the recent rise of autocrats, na-

tionalists, and far- right movements as a counter- reaction to a sin-

gle sided globalization and as an overlay to something of even higher 

significance: the awakening of a new awareness across the planet.

Even though not  every one of  these changes amounted to a 

tectonic shift, this much I know:  today, anything can happen. I be-

lieve that the most impor tant tectonic shift of our lifetime is not 

 behind but right in front of us. That shift has to do with the trans-

formation of capitalism, democracy, education, and self.
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1
The Blind Spot

We live in a moment of profound possibility and disruption. A mo-

ment that is marked by the  dying of an old mindset and logic of 

organizing. And one that is marked by the rise of a new awareness 

and way of activating generative social fields. What is  dying and 

disintegrating is a world of Me First, bigger is better, and special 

interest group- driven decision making that has led us into a state 

of or ga nized irresponsibility.

What is being born is less clear. It has to do with shifting our 

consciousness from ego- system to eco- system awareness—an aware-

ness that attends to the well- being of all. In many places around 

the world we can actually witness the awakening of this awareness 

and its under lying force: an activation of the intelligence of the heart. 

Groups that begin to act from such an awareness can, in the words 

of UC Berkeley cognitive psychologist Eleanor Rosch, “be shock-

ingly effective.”

The beginnings of this shift may seem small and insignificant 

in comparison with the vast challenges that we face worldwide. 

And in many ways they are. Yet I believe that they hold the seeds 

for a profound civilizational renewal that is called for in order to pro-

tect and further activate the essence of our humanity.
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4 A Framework for Seeing the Field

My friend and Presencing Institute co- founder Kelvy Bird cap-

tures this felt sense in the image of an abyss (figure 1).

If we picture ourselves on the left- hand side of the image, we 

can see a world that is disintegrating and  dying (the structures of 

the past); on the right- hand side we see the new  mental and so-

cial structures that are emerging now. The challenge is to figure 

out how to cross the abyss that divides the two: how to move 

from “ here” to “ there.”

This picture, in a nutshell, depicts the journey of this book: 

the journey across the abyss, from a current real ity that is driven 

by the past to an emerging  future that is inspired by our highest 

 future potential.

Three Divides
 Today this journey  matters more than ever. If we look into the 

abyss, we see three major divides. They are:

• The ecological divide: unpre ce dented environmental 

destruction— resulting in the loss of nature.

FIGURE 1: The Challenge of Disruption
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 The Blind Spot 5

• The social divide: obscene levels of inequity and 

 fragmenta tion— resulting in the loss of society— the social 

 whole.

• The spiritual divide: increasing levels of burnout and 

depression— resulting in the loss of meaning and the loss 

of Self. With the capital ‘S’ Self I mean not the current ego 

self but the highest  future potential.

The ecological divide can be summed up by a single number: 1.5. 

Currently our economy consumes the resources of 1.5 planets. We 

use 1.5 times the regeneration capacity of planet earth. And that 

is just the average. In the United States, for example, the current 

consumption rate has surpassed five planets.

The social divide can be summed up by another number: 8. 

Eight billionaires own as much as half of mankind combined. Yes, 

it is true. A small group of  people that you can fit into a  minivan 

owns more than the “bottom half” of the world’s population: 3.8 

billion  people.

The spiritual divide can be summed up by the number 

800,000. More than 800K  people per year commit suicide— a 

number that is greater than the sum of  people who are killed by 

war, murder, and natu ral disasters combined.  Every forty seconds 

 there is one suicide.

In essence, we are collectively creating results that (almost) no-

body wants.  These results include the loss of nature, the loss of 

society, and the loss of Self.

In the nineteenth  century many countries saw the rise of the 

social divide as a major issue, and it has  shaped our public aware-

ness ever since. In the twentieth  century we saw the rise of the 

ecological divide, particularly during the last third of the  century. 

It too has  shaped our public awareness.
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6 A Framework for Seeing the Field

And at the beginning of the twenty- first  century we are see-

ing the rise of the spiritual divide. Fueled by the massive techno-

logical disruptions that we have experienced since the birth of the 

World Wide Web in the 1990s, advances in technology  will replace 

about half of our jobs by 2050. We are now facing a  future that 

“no longer needs us,” to borrow the words of computer scientist 

and co- founder of Sun Microsystems Bill Joy, and that in turn 

forces us to redefine who we are as  human beings and to decide 

what kind of  future society we want to live in and create.  After the 

vari ous types of tyrannies that we saw throughout the twentieth 

 century, are we now moving into a tyranny of technology? This is 

one of the questions we face when we look into the abyss.

In other words, we live in a time when our planet, our societal 

 whole, and the essence of our humanity are  under attack. That may 

sound a bit dramatic. Still, I believe it understates the significance 

of our current moment.

So where is the hope? The biggest source of hope in our time 

is that more and more  people, particularly the younger population, 

realize that the three divides are not three separate prob lems. They 

are essentially three dif fer ent  faces of one and the same root issue. 

What issue is that? The blind spot.

The Blind Spot
 There is a blind spot in leadership, management, and social change. 

It is a blind spot that also applies to our everyday social experience. 

The blind spot concerns the inner place— the source— from which 

we operate when we act, communicate, perceive, or think. We can 

see what we do (results). We can see how we do it (pro cess). But we 

usually are not aware of the who: the inner place or source from 

which we operate (figure 2).

Let me explain. I first stumbled onto this blind spot when 

talking to Bill O’Brien, the longtime CEO of Hanover Insur-
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 The Blind Spot 7

ance. From his many years of leading transformational change, 

Bill summed up his greatest insight like this: “The success 

of  an intervention depends on the interior condition of the 

intervener.”

Bill’s statement opened my mind: What counts is not only 

what leaders do and how they do it but also their “interior 

condition”— that is, their inner source.

It dawned on me that Bill was pointing at a deeper dimension 

(the source) from which our actions, communication, and percep-

tions arise, and which allows us to sense and connect with a  whole 

new set of  future possibilities.

The quality of how we pay attention is a largely hidden dimen-

sion of our everyday social experience— whether it is in organ-

izations, institutions, or even our personal lives. As we conduct our 

daily business, we usually are well aware of what we do and how we 

FIGURE 2: The Blind Spot of Leadership
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8 A Framework for Seeing the Field

do it— that is, the pro cesses we use. But if we  were asked where our 

actions come from, most of us would be unable to provide a clear 

response. In my research I began to call this origin of our actions 

and perceptions the source.

In Front of the Blank Canvas
Reflecting on my conversation with Bill O’Brien made me realize 

that,  every day, we interact on both vis i ble and invisible levels. To 

better understand this point, consider the work of an artist.

We can look at art from at least three perspectives:

• We can focus on the  thing that results from the creative 

process— say, a painting.

• We can focus on the artist’s pro cess in creating the painting.

• Or we can observe the artist at the moment when she is 

standing in front of a blank canvas.

In other words, we can look at the work of art  after it has been cre-

ated, during its creation, or before creation begins.

If we apply this analogy to leading change, we can look at the 

change maker’s work from three similar  angles. First, we can look 

at what leaders and change makers do. Many books have been 

written from that point of view. Second, we can look at the how, 

the pro cesses leaders use. We have used that perspective in man-

agement and leadership research for more than two de cades.

Yet we have never systematically looked at the leader’s work 

from the blank- canvas perspective. The question we have left un-

asked is: What sources are leaders and change makers actually op-

erating from? For example: What quality of listening, what quality 

of attention, do I bring to a situation— and how does that quality 

change the course of action moment to moment?

To sum up the discussion of the three divides: While the eco-

logical divide arises from a disconnect between self and nature, and 
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the social divide arises from a disconnect between self and other, 

the spiritual divide arises from a disconnect between self and Self— 

that is, between who I am  today and who I might be tomorrow, my 

highest  future possibility.

Arriving at MIT
When I arrived at MIT from Germany some twenty- four years 

ago, my goal was to learn how I could help change makers in soci-

ety deal with the big challenges of disruption that keep coming 

our way. The then newly created MIT Orga nizational Learning 

Center (OLC), directed by Peter Senge, author of The Fifth Disci-

pline, brought together a unique constellation of leading action 

researchers from MIT and Harvard, including Ed Schein, Chris 

Argyris, Don Schön, Bill Isaacs, and many  others. This book 

is heavi ly  shaped and inspired by the opportunity to work in this 

network and circle of wonderful colleagues and friends, along with 

many other valued collaborators from other institutions and places.

Looking back at my own journey  today, I see three major in-

sights and learnings that have  shaped my journey of exploring the 

blind spot.

Learning from the  Future as It Emerges
My first insight is quite elemental.  There are two dif fer ent sources 

of learning: (1) learning by reflecting on the past and (2) learning 

by sensing and actualizing emerging  future possibilities.

All traditional orga nizational learning methods operate with 

the same learning model: learning by reflecting on past experi-

ences. But then I saw time and again that in real organ izations 

most leaders face challenges that cannot be responded to just by 

reflecting on the past. Sometimes past experiences are not partic-

ularly helpful. Sometimes they are the very obstacles that keep a 

team from looking at a situation with fresh eyes.
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In other words, learning from the past is necessary but not suf-

ficient. All disruptive challenges require us to go further. They re-

quire us to slow down, stop, sense the bigger driving forces of change, 

let go of the past and let come the  future that wants to emerge.

But what does it take to learn from the emerging  future? When 

I started to ask this question, many  people looked at me with a 

blank stare: “Learning from the  future? What are you talking 

about?” Many told me it was a wrongheaded question.

Yet it was that very question that has or ga nized my research 

journey for more than two de cades. What sets us apart as  human 

beings is that we can connect to the emerging  future. That is who 

we are. We can break the patterns of the past and create new 

 patterns at scale. No other species on earth can do this. Bees, for 

example, may be or ga nized by a much higher collective intelli-

gence. Yet they have no option to change their pattern of organ-

izing. But we as  humans do.

Let me say this in dif fer ent words. We have the gift to engage 

with two very dif fer ent qualities and streams of time. One of them 

is a quality of the pres ent moment that is basically an extension of 

the past. The pres ent moment is  shaped by what has been. The 

second is a quality of the pres ent moment that functions as a 

 gateway to a field of  future possibilities. The pres ent moment is 

 shaped by what is wanting to emerge. That quality of time, if con-

nected to, operates from presencing the highest  future potential. 

The word presencing blends “sensing” with “presence.” It means 

to sense and actualize one’s highest  future potential. Whenever 

we deal with disruption, it is this second stream of time that 

 matters most.  Because without that connection we tend to end up 

as victims rather than co- shapers of disruption.

How can we connect to this second stream of time as indi-

viduals, as organ izations, and as eco- systems? That exploration 

has guided my research journey over the past two de cades. It has 
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led me to describe a deep learning cycle that uses a dif fer ent kind 

of process— one that moves us to the edges of the system, con-

nects us to our deepest sources of knowing, and prompts us to 

explore the  future by  doing. This deep learning cycle applies 

both to our professional and our personal lives. For example, as a 

sixteen- year- old, I had an experience that gave me a real taste of 

what it looks and feels like to be pulled by the field of emerging 

 future potential.

Facing the Fire
When I left our farm house that morning for school, I had no idea it 

was the last time I would see my home, a large, 350- year- old farm-

house. It was just another ordinary day at school  until about one 

 o’clock, when the teacher called me out of class and said I should go 

home. I had no idea what might have happened, but felt it  wasn’t 

good news.  After the usual one- hour train  ride I ran to the entrance 

of the station and jumped into a cab. Long before the cab arrived, I 

saw huge gray and black clouds of smoke billowing into the air. My 

heart was pounding as the cab approached our long driveway. I rec-

ognized neighbors, area firefighters, and policemen. I jumped from 

the cab and ran through the crowd that had gathered, down the last 

half- mile of our chestnut- lined driveway. When I reached the court-

yard, I could not believe my eyes. The world I had lived in all my life 

was gone. Up in smoke.

As the real ity of the fire in front of me began to sink in, I felt 

as if somebody had ripped the ground from  under my feet. The 

place of my birth, childhood, and youth was gone. As I stood  there, 

taking in the heat of the fire and feeling time slow down, I realized 

how attached I had been to all the  things destroyed by the fire. 

Every thing I thought I was had dissolved. Every thing? No, perhaps 

not every thing, for I felt that a tiny ele ment of myself still existed. 

Somebody was still  there, watching all this. Who?
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At that moment I realized  there was another dimension of 

myself that I  hadn’t previously been aware of, a dimension that 

related to my  future possibilities. At that moment, I felt drawn 

upward, above my physical body, and began watching the scene 

from that elevated place. I felt my mind quieting and expanding 

in a moment of unparalleled clarity. I was not the person I had 

thought I was. My real self was not attached to all the material 

possessions smoldering inside the ruins. I suddenly knew that 

I, my true Self, was still alive! It was this “I” that was the Seer. 

And this Seer was more alive, more awake, more acutely pres ent 

than the “I” that I had known before. No longer weighed down 

by the material possessions the fire had just consumed, with 

every thing gone, I was lighter and  free, released to encounter the 

other part of myself, the part that drew me into the  future— into my 

 future— into a world waiting for me to bring it into real ity.

The next day my eighty- seven- year- old grand father arrived for 

what would be his last visit to the farm. He had lived in that  house 

all his life, beginning in 1890.  Because of medical treatments, he 

had been away the week before the fire, and when he arrived at 

the courtyard the day  after the fire, he summoned his last energy, 

got out of the car, and went straight to where my  father was work-

ing on the cleanup. Without seeming to notice the small fires still 

burning around the property, he went up to my  father, took his 

hand, and said, “Kopf hoch, mein Junge, blick nach vorn!” (“Keep 

your head up, my boy, look forward!”) Then,  after a few more words, 

he turned, walked back to the waiting car, and left. A few days  later 

he died quietly.

That my grand father, in the last week of his life, with much of 

what he had been cultivating all his life gone up in flames, was able 

to focus on the emerging  future rather than reacting to the loss, 

made a big impression on me.
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Only many years  later, when I had started to work on learning 

from the emerging  future rather than from the past, did I start 

 doing my best work. But I realize now that it was seeded in that 

early experience.

Building the Container
“I hate when  people say ‘ there are two types of  people . . . ,’ ” my 

MIT mentor Ed Schein said to me one day. Then, with the hint of 

a smile, he continued: “But  there  really are two types of  people: 

 those who understand pro cess and  those who  don’t.”

Ed is right. Understanding pro cess means to understand the 

making of our social relationships. If you want to change a stake-

holder relationship from, say, dysfunctional to helpful, you cannot 

just order  people to do it. You have to intervene further upstream 

in the pro cess of social real ity creation. You have to change the 

making of that relationship from one mode to another— for exam-

ple, from reactive to co- creative.

Similarly, with re spect to the “source” level of creativity, we can 

say that  there are two types of  people:  those who understand con-

tainers and  those who do not. Container building is facilitator- 

language for forming a good holding space. Often in organ izations 

you see CEOs and executives who fail to get that. They think they 

can create behavioral change just by making speeches and pushing 

tools onto the organ ization. Tools are impor tant. But they are also 

overrated  because they are so vis i ble. But what is usually  underrated 

is all the stuff that is invisible to the eye— for example, the less vis i-

ble ele ments of a good holding space: intention, attention, and the 

subtle qualities of deep listening. Building a good  container means to 

build a good holding space for a generative social pro cess.

Much of the conventional language and toolkits around man-

aging change turn out to be partially useful at best. For example, 
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consider the term “driving change.” When have you asked your 

 family how much they like you to “drive” their web of relationships 

from one state to another? Good luck with that. The real ity of lead-

ing profound change has  little to do with one person “driving” the 

change of another. It is the wrong meta phor, the wrong approach. 

What I feel may be more useful is the meta phor of the farmer.

Which brings me to my third learning, and also back to my 

roots. . . .

Social Fields
I grew up on an 800- year- old farm near Hamburg. Sixty years ago, 

my parents deci ded to abandon conventional industrial farming 

techniques (using pesticides, herbicides, and chemical fertilizers) 

and replace them with organic methods (focusing instead on cul-

tivating the living eco- system of the farm).  Every Sunday my par-

ents took me, my  sister, and my two  brothers on a Feldgang— a field 

walk— across the fields on our farm. Once in a while my  father 

would stop, bend over, and pick up a clump of soil from a furrow so 

that we could learn to recognize its dif fer ent types and structures. 

The quality of the soil, he explained, depended on a  whole host of 

living entities— millions of organisms living in  every cubic centi-

meter of the soil— whose work is necessary for the earth to breathe 

and to evolve as a living organism.

Just as we did on  those field walks of my youth, this book  will 

take you on a similar journey where  every now and then we stop 

and examine a case story or a piece of data that helps us under-

stand the deeper structures of the “social field.” And just as the 

 organic farmer depends completely on the living quality of the 

soil, social pioneers depend on the living quality of the social field. 

I define social field as the quality of relationships that give rise to 

patterns of thinking, conversing, and organ izing, which in turn 

produce practical results.
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And just as the farmer cannot “drive” a plant to grow faster, a 

leader or change maker in an organ ization or a community can-

not force practical results. Instead, attention must be focused on 

improving the quality of the soil. What is the quality of the social 

soil? It is the quality of relationships among individuals, teams, 

and institutions that give rise to collective be hav ior and practical 

results.

Looking back, I realize that my journey over the past four de-

cades has been one of cultivating social fields. My parents cultivated 

the fields on the farm. My colleagues and I cultivate social fields. 

And if you happen to be a man ag er, educator, entrepreneur, social 

entrepreneur, performing artist, health professional, parent, or 

movement builder, that is prob ably your work, too.

The deeper experiences and levels of the social field, described 

 here, are familiar to every one who is engaged in creating move-

ments, startups or profound change. In my own case, I first got 

involved with the environmental, green, antinuclear, and peace 

movements of the late 1970s and 1980s, and  later in launching the 

Presencing Institute as a  new type of global social enterprise.  Later 

in the book I  will share some of  those experiences in more detail. 

At this point I just want to draw your attention to the fact that 

none of  these experiences are unique or extraordinary.

On the contrary, they are actually quite ordinary. Many  people 

have them. And yes, they do take you “out of the box,” like the fire 

experience took me out of my physical body for a moment or two. 

And yet many of us have  these experiences a lot more often than 

we realize at first sight.
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2
Theory U— Form Follows 
Consciousness

Theory U focuses on how individuals, groups, and organ izations 

can sense and actualize their highest  future potential.

You are prob ably familiar with the phi los o pher René Des-

cartes’s famous statement, “I think, therefore I am.” That’s not 

where we start from the Theory U vantage point. From a U per-

spective we would say, I attend (this way); therefore it emerges (that 

way). For example: the quality of my listening co- shapes how the 

conversation unfolds. Or, speaking more generally, the quality of 

results in any social system is a function of the consciousness from 

which the  people in that system operate. Boiled down to three 

words, the idea can be expressed as form follows consciousness.

Making the System See Itself
Over the past  couple of de cades I must have seen this happen hun-

dreds of times: groups, sometimes large, sometimes small,  going 

through a subtle shift in awareness in how they see, sense, and re-

late to each other, to their system, and to themselves.

Figure  3 depicts the mindset shift at issue  here: switching 

from seeing the system as something “out  there” (figure  3a) to 
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seeing the system from a perspective that includes one’s own self 

(figure 3b).

When that shift happens on an individual level, we call it 

mindfulness. Mindfulness is the capacity to attend to the experience 

of the pres ent moment while paying attention to your attention.

When the same shift happens in a group, we call it dialogue. 

Dialogue is not  people talking to each other. Dialogue is the ca-

pacity of a system to see itself. To see its own patterns. To see its own 

assumptions.

That capacity is, of course, also the essence of systems think-

ing: making the system see itself. Or, as we would say in the con-

text of Theory U– based systems change: making a system sense 

and see itself.

When you deal with managing change then you know that the 

bulk of the job is moving  people from a “silo view” to a systems 

view—or, as we would say, from an ego- system awareness to an eco- 

system awareness.

In fact, what surprises me most is how reliably we can create 

conditions that allow for that kind of shift in awareness to hap-

pen. You  can’t manufacture it. You  can’t mold it like a piece of metal 

by hammering on it from the outside. But you can create a set of 

inner and outer conditions that allows a group, an organ ization, or 

a system to make that move, to sense and see themselves from the 

emerging  whole.

Many  people have asked me: How actually did you come up 

with the U framework? What are its origins? In this chapter, I 

 will share mini- stories and ideas that illuminate the origins of 

Theory U. All interviews quoted can be found on the Presencing 

Institute website in the section Dialogue on Leadership (www 

. presencing . org).
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FIGURE 3b: Bending the Beam of Observation to Seeing System 
and Self (Adapted from Andreas Gradert)

FIGURE 3a: Seeing the System Out  There (Adapted from Andreas Gradert)
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A Moment of Seeing
Shortly  after I arrived at MIT in 1994, I watched a live broadcast on 

orga nizational learning facilitated by Peter Senge and Rick Ross, 

co- authors of the Fifth Discipline Fieldbook. In response to a question 

from the audience, Rick Ross went to the whiteboard and mapped 

the systems thinking “iceberg model” with the following words:

Structure

Pro cess

 Mental Models

Seeing  these words made me aware of two  things. One is that 

orga nizational change happens on dif fer ent levels. And two, prob-

ably  there needed to be a fourth level beneath the three depicted 

on the whiteboard. When I wrote the three words down, I spon-

taneously added a fourth level that represented the source.  Later I 

began to refer to the fourth level as “presencing.”

Shortly thereafter I connected  these four levels with the im-

age of a U: One traveled down the left- hand side of the U from 

surface to source, differentiating levels of perception (projecting, 

perceiving, perceiving perception, intuition), and then up the right- 

hand side of the U, passing through dif fer ent levels of action 

 (envisioning, enacting, embodying).

Why did I use the U- shape? First, I was interested in depict-

ing a pro cess that showed the unearthing of the dif fer ent system 

levels of the iceberg. Second, I had seen a dif fer ent version of 

the U in two other places years before. One was in the work of 

the Austrian orga nizational development and conflict resolu-

tion expert Friedrich Glasl. In his model he used the U to dif-

ferentiate the levels of  identity,  people, and politics, and the 

techno- physical realm of organ izations. The other place where I 

saw the U described as an evolutionary princi ple was in the work 
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of the early twentieth- century educator and social innovator Ru-

dolf Steiner. Reading Steiner was the key source of inspiration 

not only for me but also for Glasl. So, if any one person should 

be credited with originating the U pro cess of evolutionary think-

ing, it should be Rudolf Steiner. A radical social innovator, 

Steiner has had a lasting impact; his institutional innovations 

include Waldorf schools, biodynamic farming, integrative medi-

cine, phenomenological science, and a meditative path to self- 

development.

The Pro cess: Three Movements
Fast- forward four and a half years. Now we are in early 1999 and 

I am traveling with my good friend and colleague Joseph Jaworski, 

author of Synchronicity: The Inner Path of Leadership, to Xerox PARC 

in Palo Alto, California, a research site in the heart of Silicon Val-

ley. It is a place that once  housed what many even  today consider 

the most creative team ever. That team created, among other 

 things,  laser printing, Ethernet, the modern personal computer, the 

graphical user interface, and other key features of what  later be-

came a multitrillion- dollar industry. Yet, ironically, its parent com-

pany, Xerox, never took full advantage of  these inventions. But 

someone  else did: Steve Jobs. The rise of Apple was basically a func-

tion of putting together all the key ideas that he saw at Xerox 

PARC. But back to our meeting.

We met with W. Brian Arthur, the founding head of the eco-

nomics program at the Santa Fe Institute, who also had an office 

at PARC. Brian started by talking about the changing economic 

foundations of  today’s business world. “You know,” he said, “the real 

power comes from recognizing patterns that are forming and fit-

ting with them.”

He went on to discuss two dif fer ent levels of cognition. 

“Most tend to be the standard cognitive kind that you can work 
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